
Budgeting & Forecasting 

Application

Analitica 365 Budgeting & Forecasting

application allows you to organize predictive

dynamic models within a single framework

thanks to the possibility to manage

collaborative and structured processes.

From a perspective that encompasses

collaboration and negotiation, the App leads

you through the budgeting and forecasting

processes and generates reports and

dashboards that allow you to perform

deviation analysis, use performance

measurement and identify possible corrective

actions.
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Analitica 365

Management Control needs

dynamic solutions, analysis

models and process logics,

besides tools that provide a real

and immediate support.

Analitica 365 is the solution to

manage complexity,

optimizing closing and planning

processes and reducing report

production time.

Our technology allows 

companies to modify IT 

integrated data through simple 

but safe and structured Excel 

interfaces. In addition, it makes 

collaboration between users 

social by eliminating the use of 

e-mails through automated 

workflows that are integrated 

with the organizational 

structure.

Analitica 365 can satisfy any

type of request: it can be

tailored to suit the client’s needs

or it can be purchased in

preconfigured solutions.

The following applications are

specific Performance

Management modules built with

an innovative approach:

Budgeting & Forecasting;

Financial Planning; Fast

Closing; Consolidated

Financial Statement; Smart

Disclosure; IFRS 16.

They can be purchased together

or separately.



Features:

• Collaborative workflows and distributed interfaces for their management.

• A simple and immediate front end thanks to easily accessible Excel interfaces

• Integrated management of the Budgeting and Forecasting processes

• Dynamic reporting that, once integrated with the «Fast Closing» App, performs

deviation analysis

• Complete integrability with any IT system already in use within the company

Unified 

Solution

Time

Reduction
Reliability Efficiency

The integration of economic / financial models with the

powerful engine of Microsoft Power BI allows users to

effectively and efficiently monitor the main indicators of

interest, to easily switch from summary data to data details,

thanks to impact dashboards, clear and easy to understand.

The Report Center function also allows users to activate

different views and access modes to reports.

Every user can access the «corporate» section, where

reports are shared within the company, and the «personal

folder» section, where personal reports can be added and

then easily and quickly shared with other users.
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From the definition 

of the objectives to 

their simulation, up 

to their final 

execution: 

everything in a 

single framework.

Collaborating to 

modify and verify 

data allows the 

company to reduce 

the time for budget 

creation and 

approval.

The Analytics allow 

to improve the 

planning and 

reliability of the 

estimates.

The use of tools 

that are familiar to 

users allows the 

company to 

increase 

productivity.


